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Abstract
Nowadays, more and more information is being collected,

either by energy suppliers or by environmental organiza-
tions, remotely, through wireless networks. Unfortunately,
some equipment is not always in areas properly covered by
operators, such as metro tunnels, and is isolated. In this pa-
per, we propose a solution for setting up equipment that will
act as a relay between the isolated equipment and the oper-
ator’s equipment. To do this, we use LoRa technology to
collect information from the isolated equipment and the Lo-
RaWAN1 protocol to send the data to the operator’s gateway.
Our relay can switch between pure LoRa on the one hand
and LoRaWAN on the other while providing a standby func-
tion to save energy. We also present the relaying and data
collection protocol as well as the results of our experiments
and some corrections made in Semtech’s LoRaWAN library
to achieve our objective. Our solution has been tested for
several months with an industrial company and an IoT oper-
ator to ensure that the solution presented in this paper worked
properly.

1 Introduction
Sensors networks are widely used to collect environmen-

tal data, to monitor infrastructures such as buildings, roads
or bridges. That can be for example temperature, barometri-
cal weight, that can be recovered. These networks can also
be used to border intrusion detection and surveillance like
in [7]. One of the most wireless sensor network (WSN) ar-
chitecture used is Linear Sensor Networks (LSN) [13] as il-

1Specification LoRAWAN : https://lora-alliance.org/resource-
hub/lorawanr-specification-v103

lustrated in Figure 1. This network topology puts sensors
in a linear form. The Linear sensor networks have gained
much attraction of the researchers due to their several posi-
tive aspects including easy deployment for linear structures
and robustness in different environments. But with this ar-
chitecture, if a node is out of the gateway’s reach, we are no
longer able to collect its data. We, therefore, propose in this
article, to add a relay function to collect data of these nodes.
The relay function is implemented on the same node that the
classical node collects data.

Figure 1. Classical Linear Sensor Network

Figure 2. Linear sensor network example for railway

There are remote sensor arrange designs worked around
an access point or specially appointed system. A specially



appointed system is a system made out of individual device
discussing legitimately with one another. In any case, it is
important to send information to a central network. The
most commonly used protocol for collection is LoRaWAN
in our architecture (i.e. Figure 3). We have therefore based
in our article as a radio protocol the LoRa RAW and the Lo-
RaWAN.

We base our investigation on Figure 3 engineering. We as-
sume a LoRaWAN Gateway exists and it is constantly associ-
ated with the Network Server. A Relaying node can trade in-
formation with the LoRaWAN Gateway and an Isolated node
that can just speak with the relaying node. An isolated device
is characterized as a node that is unable to join a LoRaWAN
Gateway. The main issue that shows up is the restricted in-
clusion zone of the LoRaWAN Gateway. In this way, all
isolated nodes must send their information through the relay-
ing node. We consider that the only information the isolated

Figure 3. Case of a remote LoRa device

device has at its disposal is an identifier. In this paper, we
propose a solution to gather data from a LoRa node through
a LoRa / LoRaWAN relay node. This relay node can send all
data through the LoRaWAN protocol to any LoRaWAN gate-
way. One of the main problems is to synchronize the isolated
node and the relay node. This problem comes from wire-
less technology. Whenever there can be radio impedance be-
cause of synchronous correspondences between nodes. It is,
accordingly, important to synchronize trades to keep away
from this. Even though they exist an answer to this issue in
some wireless technology, similar to Wifi a lot of different
wireless technology like LoRa simply utilizes an ALOHA
like the strategy used in LoRaWAN [1]. The main problem
of our study is the need to synchronize a set of isolated nodes
with relay nodes while respecting the duty cycle imposed by
the ETSI EN300.220. Our article is constructed as follows:
first of all, we have a state of the art, followed by the de-
scription of our LoRa-LoRaWAN relay protocol as well as
the experimentation. This section will further develop the
problems encountered in development and the solutions. We
will then discuss the power consumption and power-saving
aspect before concluding.
2 Related works

In the literature, there are several synchronization solu-
tions for the ad-hoc network. In [4], the authors propose a
novel solution based on distributed synchronization that en-
ables the connectivity of massive devices without any exter-
nal reference timing agent. A common beacon with the same

chirp-like signature is broadcasted by every device and the
collision with the others represents a compound signature
that embeds the synchronization reference of the network.
Beacon’s collisions are exploited here to drive the IoT net-
work to global time and carrier frequency synchronization.
The potential problem of this solution is the cost of a broad-
cast. Moreover, the solution does not consider a multi-hop
data access solution. However, the synchronization solution
works while minimizing the signaling overhead by using the
same signature in synchronization beacon to take benefit of
collision as shown by the author. In [14], a clock synchro-
nization architecture for IoT access is presented, with high
accuracy. The authors also discuss the integration of the PTP
(Precision Time Protocol) and their measurement of the time
required for clock distribution to increase the accuracy. To
synchronize an ad-hoc WSN, there are many methods based
on slotting, which describe the transmission and reception
optimization procedures. Especially used via ALOHA, the
packet transmission times are synchronized between the dif-
ferent nodes of the network. This is defined in a second
version of the ALOHA protocol in paper [8]. Also, in the
event of a collision, the transmission is made after a ran-
dom number of slots. The transmission always takes place
at the beginning of the slot, i. e. the transmissions are syn-
chronized with the system clock, and the ACK (acknowl-
edgment of receipt) will be received at the end of the current
slot. In [6], the authors provide a resource-efficient and sta-
ble mechanism to synchronize stations in a highly mobile
ad hoc network, based on a slotted ALOHA medium access.
The authors carried out several simulations in realistic traf-
fic situations which is indicate good performance of the pro-
posed scheme applied to a slotted TDMA protocol. There
are also different ways of using ALOHA in literature. For
example, the Spread Slotted ALOHA (SSA) could reduce
the number of packet retransmissions and hence increase the
number of information bits that can be transmitted over a
channel under higher traffic conditions[9]. The system per-
formance was evaluated according to the different amounts
of error-correcting (ECC) and detecting (EDC) capability of
the BCH code on an environment with noise (AWGN) and
co-channel interference from other users trying to access the
hub. However, this solution uses a Forward Error Correction
code, which represents a drawback when the traffic condi-
tion is low. In the same way of avoiding collisions, [2] is
based on the implementation of a Multi-Dimensional Slotted
Aloha MAC Protocol for Low-Collision High-Throughput.
The authors show in this work that their protocol which uses
three-dimensional reservations, namely time, code and fre-
quency, increases system throughput and reduces the colli-
sion rate. They propose ways of improving how to reduce
collisions in noisy channels. Once again their work is based
on ALOHA. The authors of [12] is based on a slotting logic
for a TDMA based Ad Hoc network, with a decentralized
way and in a wireless network to eliminate interference. The
solution they propose is supported by simulations that show
the convergence of their solution. A time slot synchronous
strategy to help continuous arranged TDMA for a multi-hop
ad hoc wireless system is described in [15] as the last ar-
ticles cite before. In this one, the authors proposed a dis-



tributed synchronous method for ad hoc networks. Every
hub redundantly remedies its nearby schedule vacancy refer-
ence by a modification, which is processed by its availability
distinction between those of its neighbor hubs. The problem
raised in our article is a problem for which industrialists have
a great need. We can see several examples in the literature
of real-time multi-hop solutions. For example, in this article
[11], the authors used sensors with Bluetooth Low Energy
(BLE), a short-range wireless protocol, as a radio protocol.
This technology reduces power consumption and provides
a configuration method for the BLE standard that guaran-
tees bounded message latency on a star topology. Secondly,
they propose a protocol working on top of BLE that allows
for meshed topology while maintaining bounded latency. In
[10], Multi-hop Real-time BLE (MRT-BLE) is proposed. It
is a real-time protocol, developed on top of BLE, to build
low-cost Industrial Wireless Sensor Network (IWSN) with
mesh topology. The motivations of the authors are to pro-
vide real-time functionality into a Bluetooth mesh standard.
To remove this limitation, they have implemented priorities.
They studied what happens, in the worst case, during the
construction of the network and make real measurements. In
[3], the authors measure the impact of taking collisions into
account in a dense network. They show that the superpo-
sition of signals provides remarkable improvements in syn-
chronization compared to conventional non-collision based
synchronization, even on network settings that degrades the
performance of the synchronization. They talk about the
most robust ways to avoid overcutting in a model where col-
lisions are considered.

3 The LoRa-LoRaWAN relay protocol
We assume we have at least one isolated node, called

LoRa Node in Figure 4, a relay node, and a LoRaWAN gate-
way like in Figure 3. The relay node has just to be compat-
ible with the LoRaWAN protocol and can be reached by the
LoRaWAN gateway of the provider. In our work, we respect
the specification version 1.0.3. The isolated node has just to
be able to communicate in LoRa and be in the range of the
relay node. In the beginning, the relay node uses normal Join
procedure define in the LoRaWAN protocol. This allows for
generating the necessary session elements called NwkSkey
and AppSkey. Then the relay node will listen during a de-
fined RX window. During this period it can be synchronized
via a chosen mechanism. Next, the relay node initializes a
local synchronization system with the isolated node. In our
solution, the communication is not synchronized. So, to re-
ceive the data from the isolated node, the relay node has to
be in RX state and when the relay node sends data to the iso-
lated node, it has to be in TX state. The isolated node and
the relay node have to be synchronized with each other.

When the relay node sends the information up to the net-
work server through the GW, we must be able to identify the
real source of the data. Is the data from the isolated node or
the relay? Either the data is sent with the identity of the iso-
lated node and the feedback, from the provider is therefore
carried out after a Join request procedure. Or the identity of
the sender is included in the payload sent by the relay node
as illustrated in Figure 4. In that case, we have not to make

Figure 4. Global mecanism

a new join procedure. Moreover, that limits the calculation
of session elements and encryption costs. Moreover, we can
also talk about another problem, the aggregation. If the data
of the isolated node can be aggregated with the data from the
relay node then a message is saved. The different steps of
our algorithm at the relay node are:

1. Initiate the Join Request procedure.

2. Listen and transmit in LoRa to synchronize with an iso-
lated node.

3. Transmit the information collected by the isolated node
to LoRaWAN.

4. Transmit the information collected by the relay node.

5. Start over at the next RX window.
For the isolated node that’s possible, to sum up like this :

1. Detect its role: if it is isolated

2. Listen and transmit in LoRa to synchronize with a relay
node.

3. Transmit the information to the relay when the node is
asked.

4. Start over at the next RX window.
We will now move on to the development part and there-

fore practical.

4 Experimentation
To carry out the procedure in terms of programming, there

are several things to review in the Semtech’s LoRaWAN li-
brary. The first step does not change anything in a nor-
mal procedure. However, when changing the radio listening
mode code, that deletes all session elements (i.e. NwkSKey,
AppSkey) which will initialize a new Join request procedure
and the power consumption is impacted. It is, therefore, nec-
essary to save the session elements between Step 1 and Step
2 for the relay node, of the procedure described in Section 3.
We will then see which method to use to avoid redoing the
Join.
In Step 2, this is where the synchronization or pairing pro-
cess takes place. This is to trigger a future RX window which



will allow collecting the information from the isolated node.
Once the data from the isolated node is retrieved. The node
will, therefore, perform steps 3 and 4. It is, therefore, nec-
essary to restore the session elements previously mentioned.
This is not enough. During our tests on the LoRaWAN plat-
forms of The Things Network (TTN) and Spot 2, the first two
messages from the Join request, the first uplink and downlink
appear without any problem on TTN. But it only appeared on
the Spot platform the Downlink message, without the content
of the uplink repatriated. As shown in the following Figure
5 and 6.

Figure 5. Uplink after restoring session element without
uplinkCpt up to date 1/2

Figure 6. Uplink after restoring session element without
uplinkCpt up to date 2/2

To find the source of this problem, we have read the
2https://spot.objenious.com/

frames sent in LoRaWAN by the relay node. After collected
these packets and separated each field, thanks to LoRaWAN
packet decoder 3, we obtain the LoRaWAN packets of Table
1. The only difference between the 2 packets, it’s the FCnt
value. This erroneous FCnt value is the reason for the prob-
lem that appeared in Figures 5 and 6. When restoring session
elements, it is also necessary to remember to save the current
state of the uplink counter. In the program, this variable is
named uplinkCounter and corresponds to the packet in the
FCnt field. To solve this problem, each time the radio pro-
tocol is changed to LoRaWAN, we use the Activation By
Personalization (ABP) functions.

Fields Packet 1 Packet 2 and more
Message Type Data Data

PHYPayload 4032180F0E8000000231D17
93997B7AA376FE3632A4B0D

4032180F0E80010002F4DA24
0493C487880F706FC5CAB3

MHDR 40 40

MACPayload 32180F0E8000000231
D1793997B7AA376FE3

32180F0E80010002F4
DA240493C487880F70

MIC from packet 632A4B0D 6FC5CAB3
MIC expected 632A4B0D 6FC5CAB3
FHDR 32180F0E800000 32180F0E800100
FPort 02 02
FRMPayload
encrypted 31D1793997B7AA376FE3 F4DA240493C487880F70

FRMPayload
decrypted 70B3D54999AEEF65FF15 70B3D54999AEEF65FF15

DevAddr 0E0F1832 0E0F1832
FCtrl 80 80
FCnt 0000 (Big Endian) 0001 (Big Endian)
FOpts null null
Message Type Unconfirmed Data Up Unconfirmed Data Up
Direction up up
FCnt 0 1
FCtrl.ACK false false
FCtrl.ADR true true

Table 1. Different LoRaWAN packet send by relay node

The management of messages received in LoRa is dynam-
ically managed in memory. It is customary to free up allo-
cated memory that has become useless over time. However,
it appears that despite the call for this liberation function,
it is not being carried out. To make sure that this problem
comes from memory allocations, the code has been modified
by setting limits on the memory allocation. It turns out that
the problem still exists. The second remark concerns the way
in which the memory has been managed in the program pro-
vided by the STM32 library. There are memory allocations
executed and not released inside the library. Because of the
change in radio context from LoRa RAW to LoRaWAN. This
action is not provided for in the LoRaWAN implementation
or specification 4.

During our tests, we also tried to see if the behavior ob-
tained on the Spot platform would be different on that of The
Things Network. Which was the case, the Downlink, and
Uplink appear? This with the same code, the only difference
is the one of the AppEUI, AppKey necessary to change the
destination platform. It is necessary at this stage to see why
the behavior is different between these two platforms. If we
refer to the documentation it is explained that at reception

3https://lorawan-packet-decoder-0ta6puiniaut.runkit.sh
4Specification LoRAWAN : https://lora-alliance.org/resource-

hub/lorawanr-specification-v103



the counter is supposed to be kept in synchronization with
the one previously transmitted. The value received has in-
cremented compared to the current counter value and is less
than the value specified by MAX FCNT GAP1 after consid-
ering counter rollovers. If this difference is greater than the
value of MAX FCNT GAP then too many data frames have
been lost then subsequent will be discarded. The FCnt is not
incremented in case of multiple transmissions of an uncon-
firmed frame, or in the case of a confirmed frame that is not
acknowledged.

This would mean that The Things Network5 does not use
the same values of the different MAX FCNT GAP. Or that
a choice has been made to not take into account this gap. It
remains to talk about a last aspect at the development level is
the transmission of data from the isolated node and the Relay
node using the LoRaWAN.

Data rate Configuration
SF and Bandwidth

Max Payload
(M) in bytes

Max application
payload (N) in bytes

0 LoRa: SF12 / 125 kHz 59 51
1 LoRa: SF11 / 125 kHz 59 51
2 LoRa: SF10 / 125 kHz 59 51
3 LoRa: SF9 / 125 kHz 123 115
4 LoRa: SF8 / 125 kHz 230 222
5 LoRa: SF7 / 125 kHz 230 222
6 LoRa: SF7 / 250 kHz 230 222
7 FSK : 50 kbps 230 222
8...15 RFU not defined not defined

Table 2. EU863-870 maximum payload size based on Re-
gional Parameters

Knowing that the maximum size of the payload depends
on several factors as shown in Table 2, for a given spread fac-
tor, if the data to send to the LoRaWAN gateway is greater
than the maximum payload value, then the two messages
cannot be aggregated and we will derogate from the duty
cycle rule, defined in the ETSI EN300.220. In this case, we
can use the DutyCycleReq command. This command is used
by the network coordinator to limit the maximum aggregated
transmit duty cycle of an end-device. The aggregated trans-
mit duty cycle corresponds to the transmit duty cycle over-
all sub-bands. It exists a parameter called MaxDutyCycle
which is defined between values 0 and 15. A value of 0 cor-
responds to “no duty cycle” limitation except the one set by
the regional regulation. It is, therefore, necessary to modify
either the duty cycle on each sensor or to give an adaptation
via the LoRaWAN protocol.

5 Power consumption and security
To save the power of each node and to limit the number

of emission from the relay node, one solution is to aggregate
small messages send by the end device. To achieve this goal,
the end device can be configured to send only small mes-
sages. Concerning the safety aspect, which is closely linked
to energy consumption by calculation principle, if we want to
encrypt the exchanges made between, we can imagine some-
thing based on a Diffie Hellmann exchange [5]. However, the
search for a sufficiently large prime number will be reduced
by the sensor architecture, which does not work on a 64-bit

5The Things Network https://www.thethingsnetwork.org

processor but 32-bit. It would then be necessary to imple-
ment or use an existing library for big integers. All this to
generate a common secret that will be defined as a basis for
the AES-128 encryption key, which is an existing module on
the nodes. This encryption mode already exists due to the
LoRaWAN standard which requires it. There is another pos-
sibility to encrypt between the relay node and the isolated
node. In the future LoRaWAN standard, a secure element is
described that could play this role 6.
6 System Integrity
6.1 Fault on system nodes

In this section, we will discuss the problems of data re-
dundancy and therefore data loss. During the synchroniza-
tion mechanism that takes place between the relay nodes
and the isolated node, it will be necessary to set up a cer-
tain number of timers. By basing each exchange on Time-
outs, for example when retrieving the data that in our exam-
ple in Figure 4. Alternatively, some tests could be used to
retrieve information from the isolated node to save energy.
This could, therefore, allow the detection of a failure at the
isolated nodes. We can also consider at the level of possible
errors the disappearance of a relay node. We can set up this
same kind of timer mechanism to avoid never reporting our
data.
6.2 Additional nodes

What happens when there are several relay nodes in the
system within the range of a single isolated node? A limit
can be set on the number of nodes that a relay node could
manage concerning the duty cycle. As for the isolated node
during the synchronization process, it will have to answer the
choice to be made as to the relay it will have to choose like in
Figure 2. The main problem that would emerge from several
isolated nodes to relay would be the local synchronization on
sliding RXs for each isolated node. If the synchronization
mechanism is not implemented, this could have an impact
on the number of colliding messages. This would result in
a higher number of messages being sent, which would im-
pact the battery. Several parameters would come into play,
the number of isolated nodes attached to a relay node, the
number of messages to retrieve per cycle ( i.e Duty Cycle).

So here is a graph showing the difference between aggre-
gation and non-aggregation mode at the message level. We
can notice that in the following figures that a linear aspect
stands out clearly on the variation of the number of messages
on the part of a relay node whatever the mode (with aggre-
gation or without aggregation). What we can also notice is
the number that as expected is bigger and grows much faster
without the aggregation mode, Fig 7. What is described as
IN on the curves are Isolated Nodes, A means aggregation
and NA without aggregation? What can, therefore, be con-
sidered significant enough. Indeed, by adding relay node
data to those of isolated nodes. The number of messages
in cluster mode is reduced to the same number as if the iso-
lated node were relays nodes and therefore nodes connected
as LoRaWAN Gateway.

The objective was to check if the intuitive idea is right:
the architecture with intermediary relay node and aggrega-

6https://lora-alliance.org/resource-hub/lorawanr-specification-v11



Figure 7. With aggregation vs without aggregation

tion returns, in the number of messages and thus the lifespan
of the network, to the model without relay node, the model
or each client speaks live with antennas always up.
7 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a solution to gather data of an
isolated node from a LoRaWAN network. To do that, we im-
plemented a new LoRa to LoRaWAN relay protocol in a Sin-
gle Input Single Output device. We also proposed a synchro-
nization solution to save energy of each device and to avoid
collisions. Our relay node is fully LoRaWAN compatible,
even if it switches often in LoRa. The isolated node has only
to the ability to receive and transmit in LoRa, without neces-
sarily respecting LoRaWAN standard and ETSI EN300.220.
However, there are still several points to study like fault tol-
erance. It would be interesting to analyze with experimen-
tation on differents microcontroller and LoRa chipset if our
solution is always efficient. It would also be helpful to re-
duce the power consumption of the relay nodes. An indus-
trial partnership is in progress to implement the first version
of our solution.
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